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Sarah began her career at Bishop Gadsden in 1995. At that time, BG consisted only of Myers
Hall and Read Cloister. The administration staff had offices in a small area near the front door,
which was located where the Chapel is today. Fate played a part in Sarah’s life when she was
referred for a fund-raising job with BG in 1994. Through the interview process, Sarah became
acquainted with several members of the BG Board, including Dottie Pagliaro, along with Bill
Trawick. That job was awarded to another candidate with more experience. However, about a
year later Sarah received a call from Bill Trawick, who invited her to lunch and offered her the
position of Health Care Marketing Associate. Dottie Pagliaro was on the BG Board of
Trustees as well as the Sea Island Habitat for Humanity board, where Sarah worked at the time.
Dottie was most helpful in guiding Sarah’s decision to join Bishop Gadsden, and that guidance
continues even today.
Sarah knew immediately after starting her new position that she had found a perfect fit.
Within a few months she began graduate school at MUSC to study for a Master in Health
Administration (MHA) degree. Sarah was mentored by Jan Carter, who also began working at
BG at the same time as a seasoned nursing director. Today Jan’s legacy of teaching and care
continues as the prestigious Jan Carter Award for Nursing is awarded each year here at BG.
In December 1998 Sarah received her MHA and Health Care Administrators license. In the
spring of 1999, the BG apartments and cottages were opened. This was an incredibly busy
time, as nearly all of the 215 residences were filled that year. The staff of approximately 90
people grew to over 200. And along with these changes,
hurricane Floyd arrived that September, forcing the
evacuation of 110 people. And then, there was more
excitement to come - Sarah learned that she and her husband
Tim (pictured right) were expecting their first child. What a
busy year! Son Will, whom we all know and love, is now a
sophomore at USC studying in the Darla Moore School
of Business with a major in finance. Daughter Lilly is a
junior at the Charleston County School of the Arts.
An accomplished violinist, she is now mastering the viola.
Sarah feels that it is a “real gift” to work with such caring people every day. It is evident to
residents that Sarah, whose love and care consistently shine through, is indeed a “gift” to us.
Sarah says, “There is a distinct culture here at Bishop Gadsden. The sense of greater purpose
that we are all blessed with and the care and thoughtfulness throughout is quite humbling.”
All residents have benefitted from the outstanding, committed leadership of Bill Trawick
and Sarah, who work so well together. Sarah became Vice President/COO in 2012. Both have
mentioned many times how fortunate they are to enjoy a very close relationship with the BG
Board of Trustees. Sarah explains: “They are outstanding individuals who are caring and
extremely forward-thinking and work diligently to continue BG’s reputation as a leader in the
ever-growing retirement community.” The Board made a very important decision in naming
Sarah Tipton as President/CEO effective upon the upcoming retirement of Bill Trawick in
September 2019. We have all been fortunate for Bill’s leadership over these many years, and
we take comfort in knowing that Sarah’s transition into the position of CEO ensures that the
impeccable BG reputation and standard of living will continue. The love and caring we have
enjoyed over these years begins at the top and continues throughout this organization.
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Susan Legare and Dottie Pagliaro

Here we are—your former colleagues Susan and Dottie.
We’re residents now, and we’re not going to get soppy
With this ode to a walk down memory lane
Maybe first you should have a glass of champagne.

Your next few years were busy indeed
Earning a Masters from MUSC.
Then the millennium brought son Will
Three years later Lilly added a thrill.

Born in West Virginia in 1969,
It was the year the Beatles said good-bye.
Your dad remarried when you were six
You got three sibs and a mom in the mix.

From Admissions to Administrator of Healthcare
It was clear that many were very aware
That at BG your star was surely rising
Which to us all was not surprising.

Soon another brother made his debut
Your expanding family to seven grew.
You were off to Miss Porter’s to get a degree
Before heading to Vanderbilt in Tennessee.

Pressed for a succession plan by the Board
Bill named you Vice President to loud accord.
Your responsibilities have increased each year
And your worth to BG is abundantly clear.

After college you set out for the west
Before deciding the Lowcountry was best.
Your passion for serving was surely confirmed
At Camp Baskerville where with youth you interned.

Your passion for serving others goes beyond BG.
Grace Church, Leading Age, MUSC and others agree
Your gifts as a teacher, seeker, nurturer and believer
Prove that you are a true servant leader.

You answered an ad to work at BG
As the first development director to be.
Alas for BG, you were too young for that job.
But you did not have a long time to shop.

You, Tim, Will, Lilly, Gracie and Cody,
In your First Mate Court home so cozy.
Family time is precious to you all
When you’re home from BG at day’s end, y’all.

Soon to be friend and colleague Dottie
Saw a spark in this young hottie
She knew there was a place for you at BG
But first a job at Habitat for Humanity.

Big Family times for you are dear
A time when sisters and brothers are near.
The upper peninsula of Michigan calls them
When summers are hot in the Lowcountry cauldron.

It was an exciting time in Habitat’s office
Output doubled amid a hallelujah chorus.
In the meantime, you and Tim decided to move
To the Holy City to find your groove.

So, now you have turned the big 5-0 and
soon will be our CEO
As all residents here we want you to know
Our demands will be few except to ask for
Parking spots for everyone at the dining room door.

Several years passed, and Bill made the call
To discuss BG’s future with the Board et al.
He soon tapped you for the position
Admissions Director of the Healthcare Division.

H O L D

‘ E M

H E R O

Jamie Gough

For the last 16 years, BG has held a Texas Hold ‘em poker tournament on the first Monday of each month. The
player numbers have been as few as five and as many as sixteen. But one thing has remained the same for all those
years—the “dealer/teacher/entertainer/friend” Roy Neal. Roy is a local businessman and restaurant owner who has
faithfully and masterfully dealt and managed the game. He doesn’t play, just deals and helps when we try to fold our
big blinds or other equally novice plays. Roy resolves the very complicated all-in apportionment of pots and keeps
the game moving. He does this all out of the generosity of his heart.
This is only part of what Roy does for others. He is the principal coordinator for Toys for Tots, a massive effort to
help underprivileged families at Christmas. He also sponsors a golf tournament and is active in public affairs. Roy
has seen a lot of our regulars come and go and has always made new players welcome. He’s a man of great heart
and a lasting friend to all of us. If you don’t know Roy, come to one of the games if not to learn and play, then just
to meet a true friend of BG.
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Bill Trawick

Over the past 18 months, we have written and reported a great deal about our strategic plan.
Recently, I read an article about an organization that termed their “strategic” plan, their
“stewardship” plan. Because I find both words appealing and find the nuances of words
interesting, this made me give some thought about what these two words convey and how
each might be descriptive of our own plan.
I like the very proactive, forward-looking perspective that “strategic” conveys. It is active
and has a lot of energy. It indicates that intentional and in-depth efforts are made to explore
all alternatives in determining the highest and best use of resources and future direction. We
all know the necessity of a senior living organization such as Bishop Gadsden, which
combines the rapidly changing components of health care and hospitality, to be continuously thinking and acting
“strategically.”
So why did the term “stewardship” in this application cause me to pause and think, especially as it might be
reflective of our Bishop Gadsden plan? Stewardship of an organization such as ours, for me, implies not only a
dynamic future perspective, with all of its associated requirements and responsibilities, but also an historical one
that incorporates the culture, character and values that have evolved over time.
I believe that communities, much like people, have their own distinct personalities, as is reflected by residents,
staff, family members and visitors who frequently say that Bishop Gadsden has a feel that is different from other
communities. I believe this comes from our experience of continually being progressive in our long view, and by
having a 170-year history of developing guiding principles and core values that add depth and character that only
such an historical perspective can. There will be a lot of change here in the next couple of years, but what I am
certain will not change is that intangible feeling that makes this Community so special for all of us who live and
work here.

M O N O P O L I E S

Ray Houlihan

Over one hundred years ago the golden age of
industrial giants was in full swing - Rockefeller,
Carnegie, Morgan and others were becoming
household names. They were also better known by the
nickname "robber barons." Clashing with these titans
head-on was President Teddy Roosevelt. His target in
1909 was John D. Rockefeller (JDR) and the Standard
Oil Company, which was considered a monopoly.
Before we get to the lawsuit, let's roll the clock back
25 years when JDR was the king of the kerosene
market. The world was either lighting their houses with
his product or they still were using candles.
Unfortunately, about that time, Thomas Edison had
invented "the electric light bulb" and soon it became
clear the days of kerosene were numbered.
Amazingly, the residue from making kerosene was
thrown away as considered of no value. This
throwaway was called "gasoline." Rockefeller’s
prayers were answered when Henry Ford put wheels on
the internal combustion engine. The automobile was
born, and it had to be run by gasoline. Suddenly,
Rockefeller’s new oil company was destined to control
the price of gas throughout the country. By controlling
this market he could alter the price of oil making it
higher where oil was scarce and lower elsewhere. This
led to Roosevelt’s federal law suit invoking the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act. His plan was to declare

Rockefeller’s giant company a monopoly and have it
broken up. After a prolonged trial, hearing from 445
witnesses and 12,000 pages of testimony, the judges
found for the government concluding that his oil
company be divided into 32 smaller companies.
Ironically, Rockefeller owned significant shares in most
of the new companies, so his fortune remained essentially
intact. Exxon and CSX are two of the companies still
going strong more than 100 years later.
Today, the government spotlight is on Amazon and
certain other "fang" companies claiming they violated the
Sherman Act. Jeff Bezos is now the world's richest man
but the Amazon commodity cannot be controlled because
it is only an idea. Sitting in his kitchen about 27 years
ago, Bezos thought he could sell books from a computer
instead of a store. The book itself was the same price, but
the overhead was lower. Therefore, the difference
represented a profit. This basic concept applied to every
retail item sold, and transported Amazon into a major
force.
So the question is, has Bezos cornered the market with
his idea? Certainly not, as his streamlined network of
automated warehouses is being copied all over the world.
Nevertheless, he who launches and perfects the "idea"
first usually has the edge. Bypassing the stores is one
thing but creating a vast network of hi-tech warehouses is
the real secret. We shall await developments in the
courts.
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Jack Hisley, M. D.
In the mid-1700s, Americans realized that the
British needed the wealth of the colonies more than
the American colonies needed British leadership.
After England’s victory over the French in the Seven
Years’ War, also known as the French and Indian
War (1756-1763), the British focused on tightening
their control over the colonies. The war was costly
and since the Crown defended the colonies by
driving out the French, American colonists were
expected to pay in the form of taxes and tariffs. The
displeasure of the American colonists was evident in
that since 1760, no fewer than 18 attempts were
made to overthrow British Colonial governments,
along with six slave rebellions, and 40 riots in
various colonies.
The Proclamation of 1763, that disallowed white
migration west of the Appalachian Mountains into
Indian Territory, was an attempt by the British to
pacify the Native Americans who sided with the
British during the Seven Years’ War. By 1770, the
colonies were contributing large amounts to the
British economy. Raw materials were regularly
shipped to England and manufactured goods
protected by tariffs were sent to the colonies
providing much revenue for the treasury of the
Mother country. When the colonists seemed to
tolerate the Sugar Act, which taxed rum, George
Grenville, First Lord of the Treasury, believed the
Stamp Act of 1765 would also be accepted.
According to the Stamp Act, a duty would be applied
to all paper that was pre-stamped before it was used.
In effect, a tax was applied to all paper articles and
documents such as playing cards, newspapers, legal
documents, and advertisements. Protests spread
rapidly throughout the colonies, the rallying cry
being “No taxation without representation.”
Grenville’s successor, Lord North, First Lord of the
Treasury, petitioned the Parliament of Great Britain
to repeal the unpopular Sugar Act, Stamp Act, and
the Townshend Revenue Act, which also taxed glass,
lead, oil, paint, and paper. In 1773, Parliament
replaced those appealed acts with the Tea Act. Lord
North believed that a duty on tea would go unnoticed
since the upper ranks of colonial society were
predominantly the big imbibers of tea.
The East India Company, which was subsidized by
Britain and experiencing significant financial
problems, would be the major beneficiary of the
Americans’ colonial teat tax and other tariffs. Prior
to the Tea Act, the colonists were enjoying cheaper
tea that had been smuggled in by the Dutch and

others. The formal ritual of teatime was expensive,
requiring elaborate chinaware, and thus was not readily
available to the majority of colonists. At the time, the
heavily caffeinated Chinese black Bohea tea, the
preferred choice of the upper ranks of society, became
more costly after the Tea Act was enforced. The
colonial patriots, hoping to convince the upper rank tea
drinkers to boycott English imports, suggested that tea
drinking was bad for one’s health. Furthermore, they
asserted that the tea itself bred fleas and arrived in
America in chests that had been packed tightly after
being stomped by barefoot Chinese. Substitutes such as
sassafras, sage, and Labrador tea were worthy
alternatives.
In the colonies, the politics of tea consumption was
related to social class ranking. The lower and middle
ranks drank coffee because of the product’s lower cost.
When they did drink tea, it was usually the cheap
contraband product. What is amazing is that all social
ranks united against a common enemy – the Tea Act.
Tax on tea emboldened almost all of the colonists’
opposition to British control, which became a symbol
of the arrogance of the Parliament.
On November 28, 1773, the British ship Dartmouth,
followed by the Beaver and the Eleanor, sailed into
Boston Harbor loaded with 342 chests of tea weighing
45 tons and valued at 9,000 Pounds sterling. The tea,
purchased in China, was the property of the East India
Company, which was subsidized by the Crown.
Colonists in Boston and surrounding towns petitioned
the Royal Governor of Massachusetts to order the ships
to return to England with their shipments of tea. When
the governor refused, working men dressed as Mohawk
Indians raided Griffin’s Wharf, swiftly smashed 342
chests of tea, and ceremoniously dumped the tea into
the harbor. Although 5,000 dissidents gathered, the
resistance was nevertheless orderly and disciplined and
there was no looting or destruction of property.
In his diary, John Adams wrote: “This is the most
magnificent movement of all. There is a dignity, a
majesty, a sublimity in this last effort of the patriots
that I greatly admire.” The Boston Tea Party of
December 16, 1773 highlighted America’s national
resistance. Britain retaliated by closing Boston’s port to
all commercial ships and issued a new charter for the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which authorized
the quartering of British troops in Massachusetts to
force compensation for the damaged tea. English
Parliament was dominated by calls to “inflict on the
wicked and ungrateful children across the Atlantic a
hiding, they will never forget.”
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On January 20, 1775, William Pitt, Earl of
Chatham, and Benjamin Franklin arrived at the
House of Lords in an effort to halt a war before it
started, a war that would be unwinnable. “What
though you march from town to town and from
province to province, though you should be able to
enforce temporary submission, how shall you be
able to secure obedience of the country you leave
behind you? To grasp the dominion of 1800 miles
of continent populous in number possessing valor,
liberty, and resistance?”
King George III declared Massachusetts to be in

T E A

P A R T Y

C O N T ’ D

a state of rebellion. “Blows must decide”, he wrote to
Lord North, “whether the colonial governments are to be
subject to this country, or independent.” John Hancock,
along with Sam Adams, and other colonists who
understood the King’s intent began to stockpile guns and
powder. Fearing the Crown would seize their arsenals,
they left for Lexington and Concord to hide the
stockpiled weapons. British Army General Gage also
headed for Lexington, intending to arrest Hancock,
Adams, and the rebellious colonists. Shots were fired “The shot heard around the world.” Blood was shed and
the American Revolution had begun.

O Y S T E R

S H E L L S

M. P. Wilkerson
Bill Trawick, President/CEO, was
in need of some oyster shells. Not
just some, but truckloads of them.
So he turned to his friend Robert
Barber who owns Bowens Island
Restaurant that specializes in oyster
roasts using local oysters, hoping he
might know a source.
He wanted the shells for an idea he
had for the Bishop Gadsden Chapel.
“I wanted the Chapel to look like it
was the original building on the
site,” said Bill, “And that the community grew up
around it.” To achieve this, he wanted it in the style of
the chapels of ease in South Carolina, which were
constructed of tabby, a mixture of oyster shells, lime,
and sand. That is where the oyster shells came in.
Tabby has an interesting history. It came from a need
to have local building materials in areas where there
were no rocks or clay to make bricks. The technique
was thought to have originally come from Africa to
Spain. It came to this country by the Spanish in the
16th century and was adapted to incorporate oyster
shells. Buildings made of tabby appeared mostly in the
states of North and South Carolina, Florida, and
Georgia. The Bishop Gadsden Chapel was designed in
the English Georgian Colonial style after the Old
Sheldon Church ruins, a chapel of ease in Beaufort
County.
Robert Barber replied that he had “mounds” of oyster
shells and would be glad to donate them in memory of
his parents Sarah May and James Barber who started
Bowens Island Restaurant in 1946, and ran it for many
years until Robert continued the tradition.

So, the construction began. Plastic
was laid on the ground and sprinkled
with sand. Wooden forms were made in
the shape of the walls and laid on top.
Whole oyster shells were individually
layered in one at a time by hand and
packed tight. There was an alarm clock
set for every 20 minutes and the men
stacking them would change positions
so that no unwanted pattern to the shells
would occur. When the forms were
packed full, a cement mixture was
poured in and left to set. Bill explained that flatbed
trucks came in with a huge mobile crane that was
assembled on the spot and in a day and a half, the tabby
walls were lifted into place.
“We wanted the Chapel to be as close to a reproduction
of a colonial chapel of ease found on the coast of the
South Carolina Low Country that you could replicate
today.” said Bill. “And on a bright sunny day, the Chapel
with the shells and the purple slate roof from Vermont is
quite a handsome combination.”
Did you know—
The Chapel was designed by W. Daniel Beaman, AIA
president of Cummings and McCrady Architects Inc., to
serve the interdenominational needs of the diverse BG
community and to serve as a space for cultural events and
social interaction? Consecrated in 2006, it received the
2007 Design for Aging Special Recognition Award given
by the American Institute of Architects and the American
Association of Homes and Services as a work of
influential and lasting architectural design within a senior
living community.

Something new in Wellness that you should not miss!

Indoor Chair Volleyball—Every Monday & Wednesday at 2:00 PM, the group exercise room will turn into a
Volleyball court! Like the water volleyball class, these weekly classes will be a resident led event, using a net,
beach ball and chairs to sit on while you play. We can take up to six residents per team. No need to register, just
show up. See you on the court!
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Adelaide Wallinger

If you’re in the mood for something
old-timey in the barbeque family,
there’s a new place just around the
corner and it’s open every day, even on
Sunday evening.
It’s Martin’s Bar-B-Que Joint, just
recently opened in the building that
used to be Sermet’s just off Folly Road.
The barbeque is styled like that of
Nashville, Tennessee, and this is Pat Martin’s first
foray into South Carolina. The quality of the pork is
very high – succulent and moist – and it’s made fresh
every single day.
You’ll need to look into Martin’s sauces – that’s
where the flavor is. My favorite is the Come Back
Sauce and the Sweet Dixie. The others are Jack’s
Creek, Alabama White, Palmetto Gold and the super
hot Devil’s Nectar, well-named.
Martin’s philosophy is that everything you eat there
is freshly made that very day. “We don’t have a
microwave and we don’t have a freezer. We have pits
and smokers.” Whole hogs are put on every morning.
Caroline, Scott and I went on a Sunday evening. We
ordered at the counter and sat down in the very casual
dining room whose walls are dotted with memorabilia
from the ‘50’s on. The music of artists like Johnny
Cash and Waylon Jennings played away to entertain
diners while they ate. You can eat inside or outside
under a roofed patio.
A waitress brought our dinner on a tray: We started
with HUSHPUPPIES (6) ($4.49) served with Come
Back Sauce. Caroline had two PORK TACOS ($11.79)
made with melted shredded Cheddar and fresh cilantro
and served with Martin’s pickled jalapenos and a lime
wedge. She ordered fries to go with them. You can
also order the tacos with brisket, chicken or turkey.
Scott ordered the WHOLE HOG PULLED PORK
SHOULDER SANDWICH ($5.99), topped with a
delicious slaw, and the PINTO BEAN side ($2.50),
pleasantly more piquant than sweet. I went for the
REDNECK TACO ( $8.29) just to try the cornbread
hoecake. I wanted to see if it were anything like the
white-cornmeal fried cornbread I grew up on.

J O I N T

The hoecake was topped with barbecue
and slaw and Jack’s Creek Sauce, thin and
sweet. The hoecake was very good but
different from mine from the past.
Desserts, all made on site, were very
tempting: We tried delicious MISS
KITTY’S COCONUT CAKE ($4.29) that
is only available on Sunday and tasty
NADINE’S PECAN PIE ($4.29), full of
nuts and not quite as rich as the South Carolina one. Next
time we’ll order the SOUTHERN FRIED PIE WITH
BLACKBERRY FILLING, which was all gone the other
night.
Next time I’ll order the BBQ BAKED POTATO ($8.99),
piled with your choice of pork, turkey or chicken with
chopped bacon, shredded Cheddar, green onions, sour
cream and Sweet Dixie Sauce. You can substitute brisket
for $1.00.
Martin’s is open Sunday through Wednesday from 11:00
AM to 9:00 PM and from Thursday through Saturday from
11:00 AM to 10:00 PM. Go up Camp Road and take a left
at Folly. After passing Bilo and Taco Bell, turn right onto
Highland Avenue (1622) and you’ll see Martin’s on the
left.
There is a good children’s menu. Also, delicious
appetizers, salads and sandwiches as well as trays featuring
catfish, fried chicken tenders, chicken breasts, turkey, and
brisket.
It’s a great spot to order carry-out – with parking places
out front so you can run into the restaurant to get your
food. There are a series of carryout FAMILY SUPPERS
that feed two to four people, six to eight people or ten to
twelve people. You have a choice of pork or brisket, two
sides, and buns. You can buy pork shoulder, sliced beef
brisket, whole chicken or sliced smoked turkey, complete
with accompanying sides (pints up to gallons) to complete
the take out.
Not a bad idea for a Sunday night gathering at home with
friends at BG – delicious with very little clean up.
There is a SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL featuring
Hickory Smoked Prime Rib served with Loaded Baked
Potato and House Salad for $24.99.

BBQ Sidebar– South Carolinians Love BBQ!
Barbeque (noun) means pork and nothing else. You can “barbeque” (verb) any meat – beef, lamb, chicken,
‘possum, ‘coon – but only a pig becomes barbeque. So says the South Carolina Barbeque Association. Sorry,
Texas!
Spanish conquistadors saw Indians cooking wild meats on an elevated wooden rack over a smoky fire. Indians
called the rack something that sounded like “bar-b-que.” The Spanish brought pigs to America and the bar-b-que
seemed a good way to cook them. They used the condiments they had – vinegar and pepper and salt. In coastal
South Carolina from the Santee River north into eastern North Carolina, vinegar-pepper is the only kind of barbeque
you’ll find.
Cont’d
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In the 1700s, German farmers migrated to Dorchester and Orangeburg counties. They added mustard to their
barbeque. Barbeque restaurants in Charleston serve Midlands mustard barbeque. When ketchup appeared in grocery
stores, people added ketchup to vinegar to make a tomato based sauce. Regionally, South Carolina has four kinds of
barbeque – vinegar/pepper, mustard, thin ketchup and thick ketchup. But for many people today, barbeque means
grilled meats loaded with concoctions of ketchup, mustard, vinegar, molasses and sometimes hot peppers! Often you
can’t taste the meat!
To make Lowcountry barbeque you place fence wire across cement blocks stood on end. Put a 100-150 pound hog
– butterflied open – meat side down on the wire. For six hours, shovel coals from oak and hickory under the meat to
provide heat and smoke. After six hours, turn the pig over and continue to cook it for another six hours. Now, add a
can of black pepper and one of red pepper to a gallon of cider vinegar. Shake it to disperse the pepper and pour it all
over the meat an hour before cooking is completed. The vinegar and pepper permeates the meat as the liquid
evaporates. That’s real Lowcountry barbeque!

D O C

T A L K :

Dr. Jack Hisley

Caffeine is a natural alkaloid
compound found in some 60 plant
species, including cocoa beans, kola
nuts, tea leaves, and coffee beans. All
caffeine compounds, whether natural
or synthetic, are cerebral stimulants.
They affect the sensory areas of the
brain and large doses affect the motor
areas as well. Stimulation causes an
increase in mental alacrity, alertness,
brighter spirits, more acute sensations, and occasional
insomnia. Excessive amounts of caffeine cause
excitability, restlessness, anxiety, and following
withdrawal, mental fatigue. Once ingested, all but one
percent is metabolized at a rate of 15 percent per hour.
Hence, if one drinks a cup of caffeinated coffee at 6:00
PM, by 10:00 PM, 40 percent of the caffeine will still be
around.
Adenosine, a neurotransmitter produced by the body to
prepare it for sleep, decreases the activity between nerve
cells, and acts as a central nervous system depressant,
suppressing arousal. Brain cell receptors are unable to
differentiate between naturally occurring adenosine and
caffeine. When one drinks caffeinated beverages, the
caffeine compound attaches itself to the brain cell
receptors, effectively blocking adenosine and heightening
alertness.
Most of the known effects of caffeine on humans have
resulted from animal studies, which are controlled more
easily and generally allow for more precise measurement
of caffeine effects on specific structures. A few years ago,
a number of journal articles appeared that described the
adverse effects of caffeine on humans. More recently,

I N
Betty Scott
7/25/1931-7/1/2019

C A F F E I N E

caffeine-related publications have touted
the benefits of the compound. For
example, some studies have suggested
that caffeine can delay the effects of
Parkinson’s disease while others suggest
a decrease in the development of Type 2
Diabetes. Much discussion has centered
on caffeine and hypertension. An article
published in the October 2016 issue of
Fortune magazine suggested that
caffeinated coffee could actually reduce the risk of
dementia. The reported findings regarding caffeine and
dementia are “all over the place and are not consistent
enough to be confident there is a real association” according
to Professor Martha Clare Morris, a nutritional
epidemiologist at Rush Medical College.
How does an average person make sense of healthwellness articles in general? As mentioned, animal studies
are easy to control for confounding variables such as diet,
habitat, activity level, and environmental and hereditary
factors. Conversely, humans are complex and
multifactorial. Most wellness articles cite two common
types of studies: observational, which are often large-scale
but burdened with confounding variables; and randomized,
which compare outcomes of a group that uses a product
with outcomes of a group that does not. Although
randomized studies are better controlled for confounding
variables, the population under investigation is generally
much smaller, making it difficult to extrapolate findings to
the general population. Regarding personal caffeine
consumption, until studies that provide definite cause and
effect are available, enjoy your morning coffee, caffeinated
or caffeine-free, and don’t fret over it!

L O V I N G

Fred Thomas
3/15/1933-7/2/2019

M E M O R Y
Ann Low
9/18/1943-7/19/2019

View the GA B online at www.bishopgadsden.org

Robert Stewart
7/29/1927-7/24/2019
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T O

C H A R L E S T O N

Cece Stricklin

S T A G E !

As previously announced, Bishop Gadsden will be offering bus service to six Charleston Stage performances at
the Dock Street Theatre beginning in September. Charleston Stage’s resident actors are coming to BG on August 15
for an exclusive, free musical revue.
Founded 42 years ago, Charleston Stage is the only all professional stage company in the lowcountry. With the
exception of students performing as part of their training, every actor is a paid professional. Performances are
supported by a costume design and construction shop that provides most costumes and a set shop where all sets are
designed and built. This past year Charleston Stage renovated and opened a 10,000 square foot education center to
provide additional opportunities for children and youth to learn and experience theatre. The West Ashley Theatre
Center includes The Pearl, a 135 seat fully outfitted theatre.
The 2019-20 main stage season will include Footloose, Nevermore, Elf, Our Town, Noises Off, and Bright Star.
Performance tickets can be purchased online at www.charlestonstage.com, by phone (843)647-7363, or at the
upcoming BG event. You don’t want to miss the 3:30 PM, August 15 program, including refreshments, to learn
more about the upcoming season and see a great musical review.

Culinary Connection
Emily Barrett, RD, LDN
Did you know that the Market Place Café on average offers 26 different vegetables
on any given day?
These veggies can be found throughout the café and can be cooked to your
liking! Just ask a cook or manager to make this happen and the price is the same as a
side on the Down Home Line.

J U L Y ’ S

E M P L O Y E E

L to R: Vice President/COO Sarah Tipton, President/
CEO Bill Trawick, Octavia Hamilton, Jim Epper,
Director of Culinary Services, and Kyle Markgraf,
Culinary Operations Manager

O F

T H E

M O N T H

Octavia is never without a smile and always aims to
make us happy, whether it’s her seasonal holiday hair
pieces or her layering of the fruit in the water cooler. Not
to mention her sense of humor, making wonderful
smoothies and ice cream. She’s a treasure!!
—Angie Zervos & Henry Miles
I am thankful to write that my husband and I have been
residents for five years at BG. Early on, I met Octavia who
has demonstrated consistently, a beautiful, helpful and
kind heart and spirit as she serves us daily, which I think
exemplifies the BG way. She takes pride in the work in our
café and she goes out of her way to be helpful not only to
me, but all residents and their families. I appreciate her
great customer service she demonstrates over and over.
—Peggy Buchannan

Congratulations to Octavia on being
July’s Employee of the Month!
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W H A T ’ S

H A P P E N I N G !

Mark Your 2019 August Calendars
Tuesday, August 6, at 12:30 PM
The Lion King, Movie Matinee
Front Commons

Charleston August
Events Calendar

Please note, these are not Bishop Gadsden
events; therefore, no transportation is provided.
August 2

Guided By Voices Exhibit
Miller Gallery
843-764-9281

August 8

Archaeology Thursdays
Drayton Hall
843-769-2600

August 11

All You Need is Love:
CJO Plays The Beatles
East Beach Conference Center
843-641-0011

August 18

A Chorus Line
Flowertown Theater
843-875-9251

August 21

2019 Art of Jazz Series:
Arshak Sirunyan Quartet
Gibbes Museum of Art
843-641-0011

Thursday, August 15, at 6:45 PM
Midtown Production of Matilda
Front Commons

August 24

Decode to Decant
Zero George
843-817-7900

Sunday, August 18, at 3:30 PM
STAR Therapy Dog Party
Myers Hall Living Room

August 25

Hot Nights in the Holy City
Middleton Place Restaurant
843-266-7477

Monday, August 19, at 5:50 PM
Sunset Cruise, Sign-Up Required
Front Commons

August 25

Puerto Rican Pop-Up Dinner Series
Wild Common
843-817-7311

Wednesday, August 21, at 4:30 PM
Happy Hour with Jim Seem
Put’s Pub

August 28

Footloose
Dock Street Theatre
843-577-7183

Thursday, August 22, at 4:30 PM
Monthly Birthday Happy Hour
Polly’s Pub

August 30

Sunset at Fort Sumter
Liberty Square
843-722-2628

Thursday, August 8, at 3:30 PM
All About Insects and Spider with Keith McCullough
Caw Caw Interpretive Center
Myers Hall Activity Room
Saturday, August 10, at 1:00 PM
Opera Club: Adriana Lecouvreur
Polly’s Pub
Monday, August 12, at 10:00 AM
Shopping at the Citadel Mall
Front Commons
Tuesday, August 13, at 3:00 PM
Audubon Program-The Birds of Costa Rica
Myers Hall Activity Room
Thursday, August 15, at 3:30 PM
Charleston Stage Presents
Blackmer Hall

Monday, August 26, at 4:45 PM
Trivia Night-IT”S BACK!!!
Polly’s Pubs

No Resident Update Meetings

View the GAB online at www.bishopgadsden.org
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AUGUST BIRTHDAYS
1

Bev John

8

Curtis Worthington

13 Ralph Edwards

26 Linda Vingi

2

Bitsy Aimar

9

Sabina Kurtzman

14 Ben Legare

27 Mitzi McDevitt

2

Sheila Kelly

10 Ellen Marckesano

17 Kate Gorgas

28 Tootie Dawson

2

Lorraine McDermott

11 Maggie Gussenhoven

18 Louise Stevens

28 Anne Olsen

2

Char Stricklin

11 Marti Ham

20 Layton McCurdy

28 Dot Roth

4

Sandy Perot

11 Lorie Muenow

21 Irene Donnelly

29 Catherine Boykin

4

Joyce Pendleton

12 Ann Brown

21 John Howe

29 Lois Hair

4

Dee Schafer

12 Jane Condra

22 Edward Crawford

29 CD Melton

5

Claude Kemper

12 Billye Mann

23 Henry Fair

30 Orren Knauer

5

Betty Meese

12 Trilla Minkel

26 Kiki Anderson

30 Tom Mann

5

Caroline Meyer

12 Mayo Read

26 Joan Bailey

30 Bruce Skidmore

Welcome New Residents
Carl Herckner & Katherine Garrott

M O V I E

R E V I E W S

Adelaide Wallinger

Pavarotti is director Ron Howard’s documentary
celebrating the life and career of famous Italian tenor,
Luciano Pavarotti. One of those times when truth is better
than fiction, the movie tells Pavarotti’s endless story of fame,
bringing opera to the world.
You don’t have to be an opera fan to enjoy Pavarotti. It’s a
story of love, family, and fame with amazing pictures and
videos (many never before seen) of the man who sang all his
life and shared his success with so many. Subtitles are a
welcome addition to scenes where the artist sings in Italian.
I saw the movie in a single screening at the Terrace days
before it opened in big cities. Don’t miss it when it returns to
Charleston.
We all remember The Lion King from the animated movie
25 years ago and possibly the long-running production of the
same on Broadway in New York City later on. The new
blockbuster Lion King, that made $843 million the first weekend it played, is another thing entirely. PLEASE GO
SEE IT! It is one of the most graphically and artistically beautiful movies I have ever seen. As a frequent traveler
to Africa, I instantly felt I was back there. The landscape portrayed in Kenya is fantastic. The animals—every
muscle, every hair, every movement—move breathtakingly through the film.
It is the same “Circle of Life” story about the death of the lion king Mufasa and his son Simba, who struggles to
replace him. Scar, the murderous uncle of Simba, is at his darkest as always. You have the charming wart hog
Pumbaa and the chirpy meerkat Timon and the efficient bird-in-charge Zazu: all offer comic relief and their loyalty
to Simba. Then there are the lady lions: Nala, Sarabi and Sarafina.
And a cast of other animals who look so very real: hungry, dangerous hyenas, trumpeting elephants, stampeding
wildebeests and flocks of flamingos among them. The African landscape alone is worth going to the movie: cliffs,
mountains, deserts, dense forests, fiery sunsets and star-laden skies.
The movie is two hours long but you won’t mind. It is rated PG this time, not G as before, because of some
rather scary fighting scenes among the animals. Director Jon Favreau calls the film live action animation – but it is
so much more and too complex to explain here, even if I understood it.
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C H A P L A I N ’ S

U P D A T E

The Rev. Tom Wilson

H E A T ’ S

N O

F O L L Y ,

T H I S

G R O U P

S T A Y S

J O L L Y

Anne Moss
Croquet players are quite a lot. For them the lawn is never
too hot.
JOLLY in JUNE with Wine and Wickets— Claire Allen
introduced a new format with winners, but no losers. And
everyone had fun and found new croquet friends to play with
later in the summer.
JOLLY in JULY—Wendy Kemper and her crew, Kate
Gorgas and Ann Trees, worked tirelessly with Comfort
Richardson, Wellness Manager, to present… (drum roll)…
THE WORLD’S MOST FUN 4TH OF
JULY IN BG HISTORY
First came the games. A full lawn of player s vied for the most wickets scor ed. Play was suspense-filled, but
from a formidable field of contenders emerged Chuck Davis for the men and Carolyn Titus for the women with the
most wickets. Next came the cold beverages to accompany the walk to the Regan Pavilion for a picnic supper.
Thirty-eight eager eaters were treated to spare ribs, coleslaw, devilled eggs, and salad with HOMEMADE Kemper
dressing and sweets. The pavilion was decorated with the stars and stripes in banners, cloths and dinnerware.
Cheers were raised to the USA, and thanks were given for the opportunity to celebrate Independence Day with
friends and family. Last, definitely not least. The lightning flashed and the thunder crashed as the crew worked
furiously to break down and clean up. The rain began to fall as everyone finished and dashed into the building.
Phew! THANK YOU Mother Nature and thank you Wendy, Comfort, and all the “crew” for bringing us the most
FESTIVE 4TH EVER!!!
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T H E

M I L L E R

A R T

Faith Dodge

L O F T

The Miller Art Loft is located on the second floor above the Wellness
Center. It is quite a busy place and is open 24 hours a day for our
residents’ enjoyment. We are grateful to Phyllis Miller, now residing in
Myers Hall, for her donation to the Art Loft in memory of her husband
George. George and Phyllis have always shared a great love for art.
Throughout the years, many of our residents have found they have
quite a talent, brought forth under Mindy Crawford’s tutelage. Emily
Tucker, Activities Assistant, will now be leading the art classes and has
plans to expand activities at the Loft. Every Thursday there is a
scheduled class from 1:30 PM to 3:30 PM that is open to all residents.
This is an instructor-led, organized class. On Fridays, an Open Studio
will be held from 1:30 PM to 3:30 PM, and there are plans to add a
Beginners’ Class. Emily is there to happily answer questions or provide assistance. Monthly classes are also held in
Myers Hall and Read Cloister and weekly classes are offered in Arcadia.
Each year, outside professionals judge residents’ entries in the Juried Art Show. All artwork is displayed for a
month and everyone has the opportunity to choose their favorite. Prizes are awarded to the winners of the Judges’
Choice and the Residents’ Choice at a splendid party that brings hundreds of residents to the Loft for the award
presentation.
The Loft is a very welcoming area of Bishop Gadsden and provides a wonderful opportunity to view residents’
artwork as it progresses. Several regular artists have their own areas where they spend weeks and months working on
their special designs. The Flower Guild also uses the Loft to prepare over forty vases with fresh flowers every
Wednesday morning. The flowers are displayed throughout Myers Hall and in our Common Areas. Needless to say,
the Miller Art Loft is a busy place! Yet when you visit the Loft you’ll find a calming sense of peace surrounding the
beauty of the art within. Stop by soon to enjoy the talents of our residents or to assist with arranging flowers that
brighten our days.

C O N C I E R G E

C O R N E R

Cecilia Eaton, Executive Assistant
We receive a lot of packages here at the Commons and the Concierge
staff stays very busy. In fact, in 2018 we processed over 18,000
packages at the front desk. We are currently averaging over 1600 a
month and expect to exceed over 20,000 by the end of year. WOW!
That is a lot of online ordering.
Until recently, all packages were delivered to the front desk except
for those shipped via FedEx or UPS. Now, these packages are
delivered to the Commons front desk as well. The reason for this
change occurred after several packages delivered to a cottage in error
remained on the porch until the resident returned home. Also, security has witnessed unsafe speeds by delivery
trucks, which poses a hazard to our residents, and mis-delivered packages.
Upon examination of these issues, we discovered that some of the drivers are sub-contracted and are not actual
employees of the delivery company. Receipt of packages only at the front desk restricts access to the campus and
provides better overall management of vendors and campus deliveries. The Commons mailroom is better equipped
to handle deliveries and provides a central location for all mail and deliveries. So, when you come to pick up your
lunch, prescription, or mail, stop by the front desk and pick up your packages as well. Can’t wait for the
holidays!!!!

The Gadsden GA B is a monthly publication written by and for the residents of Bishop Gadsden.
Submissions from all residents and staff are welcome and are used on a space-available basis.
Jack Hisley, Editor
Kimberly Borts, Managing Editor
Stephanie Ochipinti, Assistant
Managing Editor
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